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NEW QUESTION: 1
An application is throwing unhandled NullReferenceException and
FormatException errors. The stack trace shows that the
exceptions occur in the GetWebResult()method.
The application includes the following code to parse XML data
retrieved from a web service. (Line numbers are included for
reference only.)
You need to handle the exceptions without interfering with the
existing error-handling infrastructure.
Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer
presents part of the solution. Choose two.)
A. Option C

B. Option D
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A: The TryParse method is like the Parse method, except the
TryParse method does not throw an exception if the conversion
fails. It eliminates the need to use exception handling to test
for a FormatException in the event that s is invalid and cannot
be successfully parsed.
C: UnhandledException event handler
If the UnhandledException event is handled in the default
application domain, it is raised there for any unhandled
exception in any thread, no matter what application domain the
thread started in. If the thread started in an application
domain that has an event handler for UnhandledException, the
event is raised in that application domain.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three statements are true for the Oracle Solaris 11 Image
Packaging System (IPS)? (Choose three.)
A. Network access to an IPS repository is provided to client
systems using NFS and HTTP.
B. Network access to an IPS repository is provided to client
systems using NFS.
C. The distribution constructor can get packages from a local
IPS to build an installation image.
D. Clients access a mirror repository to obtain a publisher's
catalog and software packages.
E. A local repository should be stored on a ZFS file system.
F. A mirror repository contains all of the metadata and content
for software packages.
Answer: C,D,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
Eine ProjektdurchfÃ¼hrungsphase Ã¼berschneidet sich mit einem
Urlaub in dem Land, in dem die Mehrheit der Teammitglieder
ansÃ¤ssig ist. Diese Phase ist kritisch und alle Teammitglieder
mÃ¼ssen den Urlaub durcharbeiten. Dies wirkt sich negativ auf
die Teammoral aus.
Was hÃ¤tte der Projektmanager tun sollen, um dies zu vermeiden?
A. Vorbereitung des Stakeholder-Engagement-Plans
B. Bessere Entwicklung des Ressourcenmanagements
C. ProjektaktivitÃ¤ten verschoben
D. Angeforderte Hilfe von Teams in ihren LÃ¤ndern
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are managing an information technology project. You are
using a histogram chart to analyze the number of issues per the
process, then ranking of the cause of the issue to figure out
if the way you are doing your project fits into your company's
standards. Which part of the quality management process are you
involved in?
A. Manage Quality
B. Plan Quality Management
C. Control Quality
D. Validate Scope
Answer: A
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